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History
To fully appreciate the Hooters
brand today it’s helpful to
understand where it came from.
Self-proclaimed as “the
happiest accident in restaurant
history”, the concept was the
result of its founders’ quest to
ﬁnd a restaurant where they
could drink beer and never
get kicked out. The conclusion
was that the only sure path to
success would be to build a
place of their own.
No, we’re not kidding.
From the name inspired
by one of comedian Steve
Martin’s bits in 1980s to the
wood interior, and even the

Christmas lights—which were
not a deliberate choice, but a
holdover from one Christmas—
the Hooters’ brand became
distinct almost immediately.
The rest, as they say, is history.
Today the brand is owned by
Hooters of America, LLC, but
its original founders are still
active with the concept and
own and operate over twenty
locations under a license
agreement with HOA.
Of the over 430 locations
worldwide, the Atlanta-based
Hooters of America owns and
operates 194. HOA is owned
by HIG Capital.

Self-procaimed as “the happiest accident in
restaurant history”, the concept was the result
of its founders’ quest to find a restaurant where
they could drink beer and never get kicked out.

Space Tables is a family-owned
company that specializes in dining
furnishings. Established in 1977,
the company has a long history of
providing countless options for a
variety of applications.
The product line features a variety
of tabletops and bases including
composite, laminate, as well as 3D
laminate tops. These offerings can
be paired with your choice of metal,
wood, adjustable, or fixed height
bases.
While Space Tables specializes in
senior living communities, their
composite products are widely
recognized in restaurants and
theme parks nation wide.
Space Tables offers unique and
exclusive design options for your
growing business. Customize your
tabletops with locally inspired
designs or your business’ logo. The
composite material allows you to
utilize your tables indoors and/or
outdoors. Your customized Space
Tables will set your establishment
apart from the rest!
Visit www.spacetables.com for
more information.

